City Theatrical’s DMXcat system is designed for use by the lighting professional who is involved with the planning, installation, operation, or maintenance of theatrical and studio lighting equipment.

The system consists of a small interface device and a suite of mobile applications. Together, they combine to bring DMX/RDM control plus several other functions to the user’s smartphone. DMXcat works with Android, iPhone, and Amazon Fire, and can function in seven languages.

Key Features:
- Built-in LED flashlight
- Audible alarm (for locating a misplaced unit)
- LED status indicator
- XLR5M to XLR5M Turnaround
- Removable belt clip
- Optional accessories include: XLR5M to RJ45 Adapter, XLR5M to XLR3F Adapter, XLR5M to XLR3M Turnaround, and Belt Pouch

Anyone Can Turn on Any DMX Device, From an LED PAR to a Complex Moving Light